To prepare for the website discussion, I would encourage all Board members to take a brief look at the websites of some of our partner UC emeriti associations, linked below. For context I also strongly commend to your attention the Feb 2023 report (the first of two) from the Chancellor's Emeriti and Retiree Task Force, ably chaired by Bill Ashby, which includes a comparison of the resources the various campuses make available to their emeriti (and retiree) organizations.

Here are other campus links:

Berkeley: retirement.berkeley.edu/ucbea
UCLA: emeriti.errc.ucla.edu
Davis: emeritiassociation.ucdavis.edu
Irvine: retirees.uci.edu
San Diego: emeriti.ucsd.edu
Santa Cruz: rec.ucsc.edu

The most prominent link for UCSB (in a Google search) is https://www.hr.ucsb.edu/emeriti-retirees-center, which is part of HR and has an easily missable link to the Association near the bottom. By contrast, the other campus links above are all to Association web sites (sometimes just Emeriti and sometimes both Emeriti and Retirees), and in my humble opinion are all much more welcoming than our HR-based web site.

Robust support for creating and maintaining an attractive, full-function, self-standing website is one example of how we lag the other UC campuses.